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FY17-FY18 Wind Office Project Organization
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Project Overview
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Project Duration

FY 2000 – FY 2018; 
Merit Review FY2019

Project Summary
• WINDExchange and Regional Resource Centers (RRCs) are 

DOE’s stakeholder engagement and outreach efforts. 
These efforts are focused on creating and disseminating 
credible and fact-based information about wind energy, 
which can be used by decision makers considering future 
wind energy deployments.

Project Objective & Impact

• There continues to be significant information gaps and 
misconceptions about wind energy among community 
members, decision-, and policy-makers. This can cause 
delays and increased project costs, potentially inhibiting 
the development of viable projects in key resource areas.

• Through access and dissemination of information to target 
stakeholders, WINDExchange and the RRCs provide 
access to information and tools that can assist them in 
appropriate and responsible deployment of wind energy.

M13: WINDExchange and Regional Resource Centers
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Technical Merit and Relevance

What is the problem?
• As the easy-to-deploy sites are developed, 

developers will look to locations facing more 
deployment barriers, increasing development costs.

• Without credible sources of information, more 
initiated projects will be unsuccessful as project 
opponents propagate inaccurate information.

• DOE, NREL and associated organizations are seen 
as credible sources of un-biased information.

2,500-ft setback-permitting scenarios demonstrate 
the potential impact of not addressing concerns
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Approach and Methodology 

National Outreach: WINDExchange

Regional Outreach: 
Regional Resource Centers
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Accomplishments and Progress

• National outreach through the WINDExchange platform continues to provide 
updated information and resources to stakeholders such as the “State of the 
Region” reports, new slideshows, and factsheets.

• This includes ongoing maintenance and updates of tools and resources 
including the ordinance database and the JEDI model.

• Regional outreach activities conducted by the RRCs were initiated in FY14 and 
concluded in FY18. RRCs provided direct technical and information support to 
states in their regions.

• Concluded collection and analysis of RRC engagement metrics.
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Approach and Methodology 
Guiding Principles:
• Understand the issues facing the industry and wind development at state, 

regional, and international levels.
• Develop products providing fact-based information, allowing stakeholders to 

make informed decisions.
• Work actively to get appropriate and timely information into the hands of 

stakeholders who can use resources to inform project development and 
good decision making.

• Develop and implement collaborative partnerships to engage and leverage 
existing stakeholder networks which allows a transition from strictly a 
creator of content to a portal of content.

• Increase and maintain publicly accessible wind resource information and 
accompanying impact analysis.

• Develop, conduct, and disseminate market analyses, tools, and results, 
including information on local economic impact using the JEDI model, a 
widely used model in assessing the economic impacts of wind development.

• Engage state-of-the-art marketing metrics to measure and fine-tune impacts.
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Accomplishments and Progress

National outreach 
• A relaunch of the WINDExchange website was completed in 

FY17.
• New slideshows and factsheets were added to the website.
• Partnership with NAFB to develop audio interviews on topics 

relevant to rural communities.
• Completion of the Rush Creek Wind Farm economic analysis 

impact research and incorporation of data into JEDI model.
Regional outreach
• Engagement metrics collected from RRC activities during 

years 1–3 were analyzed and finalized in FY18. 
• These metrics were combined with RRC direct experiences to 

develop the draft RRC Retrospective report.
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Accomplishments and Progress

All milestones met, although some were delayed due to process and staffing issues

Go / No-Go milestones were more process oriented, relation to analysis decisions
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Communication, Coordination, and Commercialization 

Partnerships
• NREL partnered with the Regional Resource Centers, academia, other regional 

wind-focused organizations, national labs, and federal agencies. 
• WINDExchange also works directly with other national and international 

organizations addressing wind deployment issues including AWEA, AWWI, 
DWEA, IEA, NWCC, and ESIG.

Information Dissemination
• WINDExchange website: https://windexchange.energy.gov/
• Wiki-based appropriate wind development guides: 

https://openei.org/wiki/Gateway:Wind
• 2016 and 2017 “State of the Region” reports.
• National and state advanced wind technology capacity maps.
• Biweekly e-newsletter with more than 22,000 subscribers.
• Slide shows and factsheets on wind development challenges.
• Full suite of JEDI models maintained and available.
• Interviews produced in partnership with the National Association of Farm 

Broadcasters.

https://windexchange.energy.gov/
https://openei.org/wiki/Gateway:Wind
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Upcoming Project Activities

• WINDExchange will continue to provide fact-based 
resources to stakeholders, work with partners to bolster 
dissemination, and develop and implement strategies 
that increase engagement with key stakeholders in key 
market segments for the duration of the next merit 
review period of FY19–22. Specific areas of focus are 
still under negotiation.

• Building off of the JEDI tool and the analysis of the Rush 
Creek Wind Farm, NREL will work to better understand 
the local economic impacts of wind development while 
providing tools to local leaders on how to expand that 
local impact. 
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